The Name Of the Game

Have you ever wondered how the people in the Registrar's Office work out the system for In-Person Registration? Well, the MONCLARION has! If you learn the rules, have some luck (maybe cheat a little?) you, too, can play Registration Runaround, the board game of the year! Maybe with a little practice this Fall, you can learn the tricky secrets of registration in time for the Spring Semester. For the game, turn to the Centerfold, P. 12.

Blackmail

Alfred Hitchcock returns to television this fall on WNET TV, Channel 13. Beginning Sat. Sept 9, is of Hitchcock's early films from 1929-1937 will be presented one each week. The first one to be shown at 10 PM Saturday will be Blackmail, the first British talkie ever made. For details on the film series, see P. 19.

No Parking

Beware of ticketing police! Students have to search for a parking space more carefully this Fall since stricter ticketing and towing policies have been adopted as of yesterday. A new crackdown on illegal parking and students without parking decals may make the new semester even harder for some students. For details, see the views of Jayne Rich, new Chief of Campus Police, P. 3, and the list of the new parking regulations, P. 17.

The $300,000 Solution

By Sue Kobyiarz

Students should be able to get to the pits sooner to search for their parking places this year now that the intersections at the corners of Upper Mountain and Normal Avenues and Valley Road and Normal Avenue are completed. The project, which had been in the works for over two years, and in the planning stages since 1970, was finally completed last month.

Early indications of the traffic flow for the first few days of school say that the intersections have eased some of the tie-ups that were common occurrences in past years. Many students were delayed on Valley Road every morning, with some cars backed up down to the Robin Hood Inn. And back-ups on Normal Avenue approaching the Upper Mountain intersection were also very common before the new stoplight was installed.

"This is obviously not going to solve all of MSC's traffic problems," Jerome Quinn, Director of Institutional Planning, emphasized. "But we feel that it will alleviate it somewhat."

Quinn explained that the changes came about through discussions between himself and John Crist, Essex County Traffic Engineer. Both projects were undertaken as a joint effort by Essex County and the federal government. MSC itself had little to do with the actual running of the construction.

The cost came to about $300,000 for both intersections. They were funded through tax money—90% of which came from the federal government and 10% from the State. None of the money used for construction came from MSC, since the improvements were on county ground.

Both projects were designed by the firm of Edwards and Kelcey of Newark. The State selected them after deciding that their proposals were the most workable. At least one contributing factor in this was the county's desire not to acquire any additional property—that is, to rebuild using only the land occupied by the intersections.

Both projects were designed by the firm of Edwards and Kelcey of Newark. The State selected them after deciding that their proposals were the most workable. At least one contributing factor in this was the county's desire not to acquire any additional property—that is, to rebuild using only the land occupied by the intersections.

"To expand any more would probably have involved the purchase of privately owned land, which could have been difficult and costly," Quinn said.

Actual construction of the intersections was done by the Lightning Electric Company of Millburn.

Signs were posted this Summer on Normal Avenue stating that the final construction would last from approximately May 29 to July 15, but finishing touches were not put on until well after a month past that deadline. The delay, according to Quinn, was caused by an error in the design by Edwards and Kelcey. "A drop-off on Normal Avenue was found to be steeper than originally calculated, so it had to be redesigned," he explained.

During the course of the construction this Summer, the intersection at Valley and Normal was closed, and traffic was re-routed, mostly through Mount Hebron Road to Upper Mountain. Normal Avenue was closed from the intersection at Valley to the main entrance of the College. The entrance itself was open, however, as was the rest of Normal Avenue during this period.

When the project was not completed by July 15, one frustrated driver added a handmade note to the street-closing sign. After the "May 29 to July 15" section of the sign was printed in black paint, "1979."

Cont. on P. 5
APO

USED BOOKSTORE WILL BE OPEN

9AM—3PM MONDAY—FRIDAY

ALL PROFITS GO TO RUN OUR VARIOUS SERVICE PROJECTS!
Tough on Ticketing and Towing

By Lisa Burkart

Jayne Rich, the newly appointed Chief of Campus Police, is now trying to break some bad habits as well as encourage the development of good habits with her tough new ticketing and towing policy.

The new policy, which was implemented starting yesterday, calls for much stricter checking of cars for valid parking decals, a heavy ticketing and towing policy.

Rolling along. MSC's new shuttle buses are now in service. Future plans for the buses include the installation of CB radios for direct communication to Campus Police.

Shuttle Bus Steal

By Jean Branna

After a two-year delay for the three new campus shuttle buses, the 12-passenger vehicles have finally arrived. With them, however, has come a slight disagreement between Elliot Mininberg, Vice President of Administration and Finance, and SGA President Charles Sahner.

According to Sahner, the old orange Dodge shuttle buses, which were donated by the SGA to the College in September 1974, are being used by the MSC Housing Maintenance for transporting equipment.

He takes the position that such use of the shuttle buses is a violation of the agreement signed at the time the buses were donated. At that time, the following conditions were incorporated in the written agreement, which was signed by Vincent Calabrese, former Vice President of Administration and Finance and Sam Crane, former SGA President: 1) The vans were to be used for the MSC Campus for the express use of the shuttle service; 2) All uses shall be determined by the SGA within the guidelines of state regulations for state owned vehicles; 3) All resale and trade-in of the vehicles shall be determined by the SGA through the Vice-President for Business and Finance; and 4) MSC maintains, supplies drivers, insures, and plates the vans.

In the past year the College has also hired full-time, non-student drivers for the buses. This has made the operation run much more smoothly and more efficiently. This is one of the reasons why Mininberg does not believe the agreement has been violated.

"When the SGA donated the buses to us it was a gift. You cannot put stipulations on gifts," Mininberg stated.

Mininberg also pointed out that SGA President Maryanne Pretzunik and Jose Fuentes had no opposition to the plan.

According to Sahner, however, both Pretzunik and Fuentes were surprised to find out about the current use of the shuttle buses when he spoke to them by phone last week.

"I feel that somehow we've been worked around," Sahner stated. He maintains that since the vans were purchased with student money, the SGA should determine their usage. The SGA President said that all summer he had requests from clubs, such as Forensics, to use the buses. He claims that while one bus is in disrepair, the other is still in reasonably good shape.

Sahner began working on the shuttle bus issue June 5. After his initial correspondence with Mininberg concerning the matter, Sahner said he noticed that the sides to the old vans had been repainted, eliminating the words "Donated by SGA.

In spite of the disagreement, Sahner believes that the problem arose basically because the issue had been previously overlooked. However, Sahner stated, "By the end of September, the buses will be back to us again."

Currently, the new shuttle buses stop on the average of every 5 to 8 minutes in front of the Clove Road Apartments, on the corner of Carlisle and Webster Roads, in front of Panzer Gym, the Security Building, behind Sprague Library, on the corner of Webster Road and College Ave. (by Partridge Hall), in front of Bohn Hall, and in the quarry parking lot at the shelter.

One of the three buses, which was purchased at a cost of over $12,000 each, is equipped to accommodate handicapped students.

Cherry's Claims Unfounded

In a recent memorandum from the Economics Dept., Suresh Desai, Chairman of the Dept., reported the results of a study into the non-reapportionment of Robert Cherry, Assistant Professor of Economics, in the Fall Semester of 1976.

Cherry filed a grievance to protest that his unfavorable evaluation was due to "his radical and anti-capitalist views." The grievance was followed by a hearing and many faculty and students were heavily involved in the proceedings. Although Cherry was not reappointed, the outcome of the investigation has only recently been released.

In the memo from Desai he says, "The Committee on Political Discrimination of the American Economic Association, after a careful and thorough investigation of Dr. Cherry's complaint of political discrimination against the Department of Economics at Montclair State College has found 'no evidence that the non-reapportionment decision (of Cherry) was based on political discrimination.'"
Speech Exam Set

Interested MSC students who may want to waive the oral communication requirement should go to the Speech and Theater Dept., Room A100, to register for the placement/waiver evaluation. Registration will be held between Sept. 11 and Sept. 15 from 10 AM to noon and 1 PM to 3 PM. The evaluations will be held on Sept. 18, 19, and 20. No advance preparation is necessary for the placement/waiver evaluation. There is a $10 registration fee due at the time of registration, and the receipt must be brought to the evaluation.

More information can be obtained at registration or by calling 893-5130.

Students in the Spotlight

By Mirian Weinstein

"Someday I'm going to get my name in lights." That cliche is frequently used by starstruck and frustrated artists, singers, writers, or any ambitious and talented person. College students may believe that it is only after graduation that they may get the chance to sparkle in the public limelight, but the Student News Bureau can shed enough light for an individual to bask in his personal glory now.

MSC students who wish to share with the public their special projects, honors, activities, or personalities are welcomed to the Office of Public Information, located in College Hall, Room 321. It is through the Bureau that students can "establish a name" for themselves. The Bureau filters information through the lines leading to local newspapers, television, and radio stations.

An MSC student and a former Chief of the Student News Bureau, Marc MacIntyre discovered dinosaur footprints that were millions of years old. MacIntyre appeared in the pages of the MONTCLARION and other local papers, then on Channel 5's Midday Live, and in the recent August issue of New Jersey Monthly magazine. The Bureau was part of the catalyst of his successful public life.

Rich Figel, a former MONTCLARION News Editor, conceived the idea of the Bureau last year with the assistance of Mary McKnight, Director of Public Information. Figel set up the Bureau and became the first Chief of the Bureau, and it became a respected and important branch of the Office of Public Information.

The Bureau relays information concerning the academic honors of students and other student related activities to their hometown papers. Many of the features about present MSC students are published in statewide and nationwide newspapers, such as the Star Ledger and The New York Times. MSC students have been able to get the recognition they merit.

Students who wish to make others aware of their personal accomplishments or of someone else's are welcomed to come to the Office which is open weekdays between 8:30 AM and 4:30 PM or telephone 893-4321.

Bluegrass/old time country music

The Mclain Family Band

Sat. Sept. 23, 1978
8:30 PM
Memorial Auditorium

"No band has been better received here (NYC) than the McLain's." New York Times

Tickets: $5.50 Standard
$4.00 MSC Students w/ ID

Tickets Available in Gallery One, Life Hall

ALL SEATS RESERVED!

In cooperation with Doug Tuchman and The Bluegrass Club of New York and the office of Cultural Programming.

eye on new jersey

Rose Weeded From WPC

In July a precedent was set at William Paterson College (WPC) when a tenured faculty member was fired.

According to the Beacon, WPC's student newspaper, the Newark Star Ledger, a settlement was reached with the Board of Trustees and Jacques Leon-Rose. Rose resigned from his duties as a German Professor in return for one year's severance pay. The College also dropped its charges.

The accusations against Rose included conduct unbecoming a teacher, inappropriate language in describing College personnel, and other unacceptable behavior. Rose denies all charges and they were never proven, according to the Star Ledger.

In fact, after 100 hours of hearings by the Board of Trustees, the legal process was ended by the settlement. The College's case had not been completed.

In this controversial test case, the intention was to clarify the meaning of tenure. According to Seymour Hyman, President of WPC, "I think we have proven that the faculty can be a professional body that is willing to review its membership. I think we have proven tenure is not an absolute privilege."

"The Rose case has given new backbone to the faculty," Hyman said.

Administrators 'Bunched'

While resident students here at MSC were moving onto campus, Administrators at Glassboro State College (GSC) were moving around campus.

According to the Whitt, the GSC student newspaper, renovations to Bunce Hall were finally completed after two years. Bunce Hall is an administrative building which was built when the College was founded.

Many departments were relocated to the new offices in Bunce Hall over the Summer.

Student Gets A's Plus

A hometown baseball player from Fairleigh Dickinson University's (FDU) Teaneck campus made good with the Oakland A's this Summer. According to the Gauntlet, student newspaper at FDU, Joe Rigoli was not drafted in June but was signed as a free agent in July.

Rigoli, a '78 graduate, is a coach in the A's bull pen. He is used primarily to warm-up the relief pitchers during a ballgame.

Rigoli has been traveling with the A's since July.

House Condemned

Shades of Animal House have appeared at New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) as a fraternity lost its frat house. Details to follow in future issues.

—Helene Becker

The McLain Family Band

Sat. Sept. 23, 1978
8:30 PM
Memorial Auditorium

"No band has been better received here (NYC) than the McLain's." New York Times

Tickets: $5.50 Standard
$4.00 MSC Students w/ ID

Tickets Available in Gallery One, Life Hall

ALL SEATS RESERVED!

In cooperation with Doug Tuchman and The Bluegrass Club of New York and the office of Cultural Programming.
Bond Is Promoted

Former speech professor, Wayne S. Bond, PhD, of 7 North Mountain Ave., Montclair, has been named Chairman of the Speech and Theater Dept. in the School of Fine and Performing Arts at MSC.

In announcing the appointment, the school's dean, Donald Mintz, said, "Bond takes office at an unusually interesting (and probably unusually difficult) time since a new degree program leading to the BFA is about to be introduced. His considerable and already proven skills as thinker, leader, and administrator will be needed and well-used. I look forward to fruitful years of rapid development."

A graduate of Alderson-Broaddus College in West Virginia, Bond took his MA at West Virginia University and PhD in rhetoric and communication theory at Southern Illinois University.

He taught in Williamstown, W. Va., and served as a Graduate Assistant (GA) at West Virginia University before joining the MSC faculty in 1969.

Bond is co-author of a textbook, Make Yourself Clear, and an active member of various professional organizations. He is a past President of the New Jersey Speech and Theater Association and current member of the board of the Eastern Communications Association. He has given workshops and programs for both of these groups as well as for two national associations to which he belongs: The American Theater Association and Speech Communications Association.

At MSC the new Chairman has played an important part in the development of a strong Forensics Association, which has sent contestants to national tournaments. He is also Secretary to the college chapter of Phi Kappa Phi, National Honor Society. He gives frequent programs in the area and serves as a consultant in communications and public speaking. Recently he attended a national conference of Dept. Chairmen in Wichita, Kansas.

As Speech and Theater Chairman, Bond succeeds Karl R. Moll, who headed the Dept. for the past nine years. The Dept. with a full-time faculty of 24 plus many visiting specialists, has four divisions: broadcasting, dance, theater, and speech. It offers BA's in all of these areas and BA degrees in dance and theater.

Health Center Helps You

The Gilbreth Health Center, located behind Freeman Hall, is available to the campus community for medical services. Lillian Rosenberg, MD, is available on Mondays and Thursdays from 9 AM to noon and Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Fridays from 9 AM to 11 AM.

The Center is open 24 hours a day, except from 4 PM Saturdays to 4 AM Mondays. There is no charge for various services such as allergy shots, blood tests, pregnancy tests, venereal disease tests, accidents, and short-term illnesses.

The Center also has an abortion referral service and will refer other special problems to the proper places. The phone number is 893-4161 or 4162.

Hassles Finally Overcome

Quinn mentioned that more use of the Little Falls entrance on Clove Road would help the traffic problem. "That area is underused, and if more students came and left through there, traffic would not be as heavy on Valley Road," he said.

The project originally had a deadline of mid-1977, but that had to be extended to December when some mistakes were made in the planning, and some pipes were damaged during the actual construction.

The major problem that delayed the project was a drain grate that was installed at the Southwest corner adjacent to the President's house. That grate was found to be two feet below the level of Normal Avenue, and sloping the two levels to meet would have made the road too steep for cars to travel safely.

To make the delay even longer, a sewer line was broken, some workers put a crimp in a gas line, and a utility line was hit.

Then in December it was decided that the drain would be replaced by a new one that would be raised to meet the steep incline. In addition, the connecting water pipe had to be dropped to meet the new drain grate.

Winter weather finally halted construction until March of this year. Some work was done on the road during the Spring, but the final completion did not occur until the road closing in May.

EVERYONE MUST SEE

Players

SPOON RIVER ANTHOLOGY

In the amphitheater
Friday and Saturday
September 15, 16
at 8:30 PM

COME AND ENJOY THIS OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE
MSC Runs Out Of Steam

By Daniel P. Condon

A steam shutdown over the summer caused a great deal of discomfort to the entire campus community when air conditioning and hot water were discontinued for over two—one week periods. The shutdown, due to what has been termed “emergency repairs,” not only made studying in Sprague Library “like taking a sauna bath,” but could not take hot showers. Books were returned to the campus library.

Two steam pipes, one extending from north of Partridge Hall to the manhole near Mallory Hall, and the other running from the side of Sprague Library to the south entrance, were the problems creating the shutdowns. Repairs are now being made on these two main underground steam pipes that will cost over $40,000.

The work on the pipes is being repaired by the campus maintenance department. It was started two weeks ago and should be completed by the end of next week.

During an interview in his College Hall office, Elliot Mininberg, Vice President of Administration and Finance, explained what caused the steam shutdowns.

Mininberg said that there have been steam leaks on campus for several years, but there never had been adequate time to turn off the heating, air conditioning, and hot water systems in order to fix those leaks.

Mininberg added, “Our requests for money to repair the leaks have been held back by a somewhat clumsy bureaucratic system.”

Clearance is needed from both the New Jersey Division of Building and Construction, and the Treasury Department in Trenton for repairs of this type to be made.

A sense of emergency arose this summer, however, when it was discovered that the leakage problems were more severe than previously thought.

“The air conditioning system
ANIMAL HOUSE

Photos by Maureen Baker

KAMPUS KOMIX!!

Well, what do you know!

In all my three years at M.S.C. I've never received a full schedule in the mail!

But this time it's different. I got 17 credits!

...except there's all the same course!
CLUB Sponsored
1 Week in

JAMAICA

JAN.9, 1979

$265

Includes hotel (Holiday Inn)
PanAm gov’t approved round trip
Baggage transportation
Transportation to and from airport

$100 deposit due October 1
Watch for meetings!!!

Questions: call CLUB 893-5232
Marcus Baker

MSC Gets ‘EnRICHed’

By Jean Linke

Jayne Rich, new Chief of Campus Police at MSC, says she is very “approachable” and wants all the students on campus to get to know her.

Newly appointed on July 17 to replace former Chief James Lockhart who resigned on January 9, Rich explained, “My main duties are to oversee the Campus Police and security officials and to make sure this campus is a safe and secure place.”

This is the first time Rich, a 50-year-old Black woman, has worked on a state college campus. Previously, she was Chief of Staff Security Director at the University of Pennsylvania and Chief of Police at Georgetown University in Washington, D.C.

The list of Rich’s law enforcement accomplishments continues. For one year she was the president of her own country.

Continues. For one year she was the president of her own country.

Rich explains, “We want all the students on campus to feel comfortable coming to our office.”

Concerning changes in the campus safety and security system here at MSC, Rich stated, “I am currently in a learning process in which I can see what changes need to be made.”

One change that has already been made this year is a shortened amnesty period before parking tickets are given out for illegal parking, for the absence of a parking decal, and for moving violations. Rich explained, “I don’t want to give people the chance to develop bad habits. However, there will not be enough time to enforce the parking regulations as strictly as we’d like.” According to Rich, Campus Police started giving out tickets for parking violations on Sept. 6.

Currently, there is a total of 28 Campus Police and security officers including a fire prevention officer. Rich is having a “complete report on any fire safety deficiencies” made this Fall. She calls her staff a “fine group of dedicated people.”

The Chief of Campus Police also talked about plans to start “talk sessions in the dorms,” where students can ask her questions.

Rich has a BS degree from Miner Teachers College (currently the University of the District of Columbia), in English and history, and she is currently on leave from the University of Pennsylvania where she is halfway through an MA degree in social work. Rich added that she is currently looking into other graduate programs.

When asked if she plans to leave MSC to complete her MA degree, Rich declared, “I have no intentions of leaving here until they weigh me out. I consider this to be the end of my rainbow.”

Rich began her career as a secondary school English teacher which she gave up because “it was too frustrating not being able to give the students the attention they needed.”

Her office is located in a small building located near the faculty parking lot across from College Hall.

“I work around the clock,” she said.

In commenting on this campus, Rich declared, “I like MSC. The people have all been super. I am really looking forward to the Fall Semester.”

Mass Trans.: College Bound

By Jean Branna

A new bus route scheduled to be available to MSC students and staff during the Spring Semester is currently being planned by Jerry Gold, Transportation Planner for MSC.

The new route will serve over 27,000 students, faculty, and staff who reside in the Passaic/Clifton area. It will be the third direct bus route to the MSC campus.

The need for the route became apparent after a transportation survey was published in the MONTCLARION last May. Although the returns were few, they did indicate that an additional route in that particular area would benefit the college community.

“If even 10% of the commuters from the area use public transportation, it would help. Ten percent would be over 270 people,” Gold commented.

The Transportation Planner also pointed out that when determining the need for new routes, statistics such as those produced by the survey, along with individual student requests, are deciding factors concerning the realization of additional routes.

Presently, Transport of New Jersey runs two bus routes, numbers 60 and 61, directly to the campus. Three out of four buses pulling into the lot are Route 60, which comes through Montclair. The fourth is Route 61 from Newark. Buses arrive and depart from the campus every 15 to 20 minutes and can be boarded on the south side of the campus by the railroad tracks. The new route, which will be run by Passaic Athena Bus Company, will pick up and discharge commuters at the same site.

To alert students to the current availability of buses for public transportation, Gold distributed 10,500 cards along with the class schedules, listing bus numbers and transfers along with the average commuting and waiting times to MSC. The cards also listed where to catch transfer buses and the frequency of transfer buses necessary to reach Routes 60 or 61.

Train information is also listed.

Although the present fare for a one-way bus ride is 65 cents, Gold noted that there is a possibility of the rate going up within a year.

Because of changing weather conditions, it is not known exactly how many students and faculty members currently use the bus routes, as inclement weather greatly increases the number of bus riders. However, it is estimated that approximately 5 to 10% of the MSC population uses public transportation.

Anyone requiring schedule cards or additional information will find both available from Gold in Room 305, College Hall.
Ch-Ch-Ch-changes

Another summer has come and gone, and all too quickly the Fall semester is upon us once again.

With the advent of classes comes the ageless and somewhat tiresome predicament of parking. Every semester this reoccurring enigma frustrates, infuriates, maddens, and enganges all who are involved; and every semester the MONTCLARION prints stories elaborating on this problem with editorials condemning the situation; and every semester the administration denies there is a problem, or at least not one that they are equipped to deal with.

The problem this semester has been somewhat tamed by a few changes. Students, faculty, and administration were welcomed to the college by a somewhat rearranged intersection at Valley Rd. and Normal Ave. Although completed five weeks later than expected the new intersection relieved much of the "beginning of the semester" traffic snarls that have given MSC its infamous reputation.

Another step toward the improbable solving of the traffic blues was the hiring of someone that may very well clean up MSC's mass of autos that plague every lot from Russ Hall to the newly unearthed gravel pit deep in the depths of the dumps. Aside from not being guaranteed students who bother to purchase a decal quite frequently must park in gravel pits that are so far away from the College that you lose eye contact with it.

Rich is justified on this point. If you have ever been stuck in stand-still traffic because someone parked in the middle of the road you would feel that Rich's decision is justified.

In an effort to keep traffic flowing Rich has instituted several ideas proving her "get tough" policy is not just talk. Rich has placed officers at certain key areas during peak rush hours to keep the traffic flowing. She is also in the process of hiring five new officers to beef up the staff in order to cover the campus more effectively.

She is instituting an escort policy for people who have to park in the Quarry after dark.

These efforts show that Rich is on the ball and is willing to listen to student impetus on the entire traffic situation, which is a lot more than her predecessor, James Lockhart, ever did.

There were, however, a few major flaws in her policy that must be addressed. Rich, in cooperation with the administration, mailed decal bills in an effort to scare students into buying them. This is unfair for several reasons. First, the decals, in the administration's own words, are only hunting licenses and do not guarantee a spot.

Jayne Rich, the new director of Campus Police, is attempting to "get tough" with the students in order to prevent a selfish few from impeding the flow of traffic during the peak rush hours.

Another "hard core" measure instituted by Rich is the two-day amnesty period, after which muni tickets will be served. This plan, undercutting previous amnesty periods by 12 days, is totally unjust to Freshmen and transfer students who have no idea where to park or how to get there. A proper amnesty must be granted to these students, just as it was granted to them in the past.

Finally, Rich's new policy also includes a list of violations punishable by towing. This list (see p. 17) includes almost every conceivable parking predicament. It would have been easier to draw up a list of non-towing violations.

Aside from these flaws, Rich should be commended on her devotion to organize the traffic jam called MSC. She is willing solutions to listen to students and she is open minded concerning which makes her quite capable of carrying out this almost impossible task.

Good luck.

If you believe that one, I have some swampland in Florida...
Open Letter

Get Your Hands Dirty

To the Student Body:

Are you an incoming freshman or transfer student wondering how you are going to make it for three, four, or more years at MSC? Perhaps you have already decided that your first move will be to introduce yourself to everyone you meet during the first week of the semester or perhaps you've decided not to sully yourself with campus rah-rah and go back home when your final lecture of the day ends.

It is a known fact that the majority of students on campus are not independently wealthy. Most of us work part time jobs, and check into homelike dorms in which we are inclined to listen, my advice as a senior who has "been around" is to get your hands dirty with one or more formal or informal groups on campus. If this is your first year, explore—but carefully (exams catch up to all of us eventually and a night free each week to study might come in handy.)

Look to meet the multitudes of personalities which give life to this institution, and waste time experiencing something new with those people. By all means budget some time to hang loose and get caught up in whatever might come along. Find yourself someone to massage that you have during the years you've grown up, as you'll discover that your sieve-like mind is capable of grasping the intricacies of the Bakke case? How about solving New York City's fiscal mess? Could your business intuition have dreamt up the pressing need for "Lite" beer—let alone beer! Being a businessman! Don't try and deny it. By now you must be thinking that you are pretty tough. And why not? After all the ego-bloated parents who tell you that, you've grown up, as you'll discover that you so carefully formulated, quit dreaming.

Chances are you'll never be able to get the courses you need to be any of those things. And not getting those courses is probably the most merciful thing that could happen. Ignorance is preferable to the shell-shocked disappointment of a boring course of study.

But even if you do manage to get your courses, and then somehow manage not to fail them, you'll never get into Medical/Law school. Nor, if you go the business route, (where only Divine intervention enables a student to get half the course needed for her or his degree), will you ever land the big job with International Business Machines. The shocking truth is that you've been lied to. College is a hoax. Think about it. Do you really believe that your sieve-like mind is capable of grasping the intricacies of neurosurgery? Debating the gray areas of constitutional law involved in the Bakke case? How about solving New York City's fiscal mess? Could your business intuition have dreamt up the pressing need for "Lite" beer—let alone beer! Being a businessman! Don't try and deny it. By now you must be thinking that you are pretty tough. And why not? After all the ego-bloated parents who tell you that, you've grown up, as you'll discover that you so carefully formulated, quit dreaming.

Chances are you'll never be able to get the courses you need to be any of those things. And not getting those courses is probably the most merciful thing that could happen. Ignorance is preferable to the shell-shocked disappointment of a boring course of study.
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Chances are you'll never be able to get the courses you need to be any of those things. And not getting those courses is probably the most merciful thing that could happen. Ignorance is preferable to the shell-shocked disappointment of a boring course of study.

But even if you do manage to get your courses, and then somehow manage not to fail them, you'll never get into Medical/Law school. Nor, if you go the business route, (where only Divine intervention enables a student to get half the course needed for her or his degree), will you ever land the big job with International Business Machines. The shocking truth is that you've been lied to. College is a hoax. Think about it. Do you really believe that your sieve-like mind is capable of grasping the intricacies of neurosurgery? Debating the gray areas of constitutional law involved in the Bakke case? How about solving New York City's fiscal mess? Could your business intuition have dreamt up the pressing need for "Lite" beer—let alone beer! Being a businessman! Don't try and deny it. By now you must be thinking that you are pretty tough. And why not? After all the ego-bloated parents who tell you that, you've grown up, as you'll discover that you so carefully formulated, quit dreaming.

Chances are you'll never be able to get the courses you need to be any of those things. And not getting those courses is probably the most merciful thing that could happen. Ignorance is preferable to the shell-shocked disappointment of a boring course of study.

But even if you do manage to get your courses, and then somehow manage not to fail them, you'll never get into Medical/Law school. Nor, if you go the business route, (where only Divine intervention enables a student to get half the course needed for her or his degree), will you ever land the big job with International Business Machines. The shocking truth is that you've been lied to. College is a hoax. Think about it. Do you really believe that your sieve-like mind is capable of grasping the intricacies of neurosurgery? Debating the gray areas of constitutional law involved in the Bakke case? How about solving New York City's fiscal mess? Could your business intuition have dreamt up the pressing need for "Lite" beer—let alone beer! Being a businessman! Don't try and deny it. By now you must be thinking that you are pretty tough. And why not? After all the ego-bloated parents who tell you that, you've grown up, as you'll discover that you so carefully formulated, quit dreaming.

Chances are you'll never be able to get the courses you need to be any of those things. And not getting those courses is probably the most merciful thing that could happen. Ignorance is preferable to the shell-shocked disappointment of a boring course of study.

But even if you do manage to get your courses, and then somehow manage not to fail them, you'll never get into Medical/Law school. Nor, if you go the business route, (where only Divine intervention enables a student to get half the course needed for her or his degree), will you ever land the big job with International Business Machines. The shocking truth is that you've been lied to. College is a hoax. Think about it. Do you really believe that your sieve-like mind is capable of grasping the intricacies of neurosurgery? Debating the gray areas of constitutional law involved in the Bakke case? How about solving New York City's fiscal mess? Could your business intuition have dreamt up the pressing need for "Lite" beer—let alone beer! Being a businessman! Don't try and deny it. By now you must be thinking that you are pretty tough. And why not? After all the ego-bloated parents who tell you that, you've grown up, as you'll discover that you so carefully formulated, quit dreaming.

Chances are you'll never be able to get the courses you need to be any of those things. And not getting those courses is probably the most merciful thing that could happen. Ignorance is preferable to the shell-shocked disappointment of a boring course of study.
SUPRIZE!
You have too many credits to be undeclared. If you do not already have a major you may advance to TAKE MY MAJOR.

SUPRIZE!
You spelled your name wrong. Miss 1 turn.

SUPRIZE!
Get on the wrong line. Move back 3 spaces.

SUPRIZE!
If you do not already have a major you may advance to SCHOOL!

SUPRIZE!
ROLLING YOUR DICE TODAY?

SUPRIZE!
When you have accomplished all the necessary tasks you may advance directly to TO GET STONED.

SUPRIZE!
You're a pleasant, patient line walker (7), Earn 3 credits for being so nice.

SUPRIZE!
If you do not already have a major you may advance to TAKE MY MAJOR.

SUPRIZE!
You have classes Friday. Your friends leave for the shore without you. Miss 1 turn.

Rules

1. Die
2. Something to keep track of your accumulated credits and visits to the RATHSKELLER on.
3. A button, penny, linty piece of butterscotch, etc. to move around the game board.

According to the approximate enrollment statistics REGISTRATION RUNAROUND can be played by 14,700 students at one time (and you wonder why those lines are so long?)

Clip out SURPRISE! Cards. Shuffle them and place them upside down on the space provided.

1. Start at HOME. Roll the die, and move your place them upside down on the space provided.
2. Follow instruction printed on the space in which you land. If the space is marked SURPRISE! take the top SURPRISE! card and read it aloud.
3. Whenever instructions say you may do something, you have the choice of doing so or not.
4. When you land on a TAKE MY MAJOR space, you may have that major if it is not already taken.
5. No player may have more than one major.
6. "Go to any outside space" refers to any space along the edge of the game board.
7. Object Of The Game: Is to complete the REGISTRATION RUNAROUND and GET STONED (the only way to recover from the hassle)

The first player to land on the GET STONED square is the winner. The second (if there are more than 2 players) gets a slight buzz. In order to be allowed to climb the TO GET STONED ladder you must accomplish the following 3 tasks:
1. Must obtain at least 15 credits
2. Must have a major
3. Must have made at least 10 visits to the RATHSKELLER

In order to win you must land directly on the GET STONED square.

Example: If you are 2 spaces away and you roll a 4, you must move 2 forward and 2 back. You must keep trying until you throw the exact number needed.

OK, kids, it's time for Registration Runaround

Created, Designed by Jeryl Ann Franco
Idea conceived by Lisa Borkhart
Inspired by the Montelarion Chronicles

SUPRIZE!
ез you be a 2 pati­
ence credits.

SUPRIZE!
FORGET your valid SGA ID. Return HOME. Earn 2 credits for your trouble.
SUPRIZE!
Falsely convince Dept. representa­
tive that you are a Senior. Earn 1 credit, but skip a turn.
SUPRIZE!
Roll again if you wish to enter CHANCE TO EARN.
SUPRIZE!
Complete your incomp­lete add/drop form. Earn 3 credits.
SUPRIZE!
Find a ticket on your car and tear it up. Earn 4 ingenuity credits.
SUPRIZE!
Sign your own add/drop form. Earn 4 credits.
SUPRIZE!
Decision to get a prac­ticum out of the way. Earn 1/2 credit.
SUPRIZE!
Bravely sign up for an 8 AM class. Earn 3 credits.
SUPRIZE!
Course cancelled. Lose 3 credits.
SUPRIZE!
Lost your sche­
dule? Search for it in the THIRD FLOOR LOUNGE.
SUPRIZE!
Car towed! Ad­
vance to FREE PARKING.
SUPRIZE!
SUPRIZE!
This is your lucky day. Roll again.
SUPRIZE!
Can't find friends, skip 1 turn.
SUPRIZE!
All that practical experience working in an office pays off. If you have too many credits to be undeclared. If you do not already have a major you may advance to TAKE MY MAJOR.

SUPRIZE!
You must keep trying until you throw the exact number needed.

SUPRIZE!
You must follow the arrows. If you are passing a space marked SURPRISE! take the top SURPRISE! card and read it aloud.

SUPRIZE!
If you land on SCHOOL ENTRANCE you must go through SCHOOL.

SUPRIZE!
If you land on a TAKE MY MAJOR space, follow the instruction on the card and return it to the bottom of the deck.

SUPRIZE!
"Go to any outside space" refers to any space along the edge of the game board.

SUPRIZE!
Lend a friend a pen. Earn 1 credit for being such a humanitarian.

SUPRIZE!
Have a beer. Earn 1/2 happiness.

SUPRIZE!
You must keep trying until you throw the exact number needed.

SUPRIZE!
If you do not already have a major you may advance to TAKE MY MAJOR.

SUPRIZE!
You spelled your name wrong. Miss 1 turn.

SUPRIZE!
If you have accomplished all the necessary tasks you may advance directly to TO GET STONED.

SUPRIZE!
You're a pleasant, patient line walker (7), Earn 3 credits for being so nice.

SUPRIZE!
If you do not already have a major you may advance to SCHOOL!

SUPRIZE!
You must keep trying until you throw the exact number needed.

SUPRIZE!
You spelled your name wrong. Miss 1 turn.

SUPRIZE!
If you have accomplished all the necessary tasks you may advance directly to TO GET STONED.

SUPRIZE!
You're a pleasant, patient line walker (7), Earn 3 credits for being so nice.

SUPRIZE!
If you do not already have a major you may advance to SCHOOL!
First Legislative Meeting:

Sept. 13, 1978
Fourth floor Meeting Rms.

Freshman Legislative Elections:

| Petitions Available | Sept. 7 |
| Petitions Due       | Sept. 14 |
| Elections           | Sept. 21, 22 |

**SGA Services**

The SGA provides the following services:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drop-In-Center:</strong></td>
<td>The Drop-In-Center, situated between the Student Center and the Math/Science Building, offers peer counseling, information and referral services. It remains open 24 hours a day; the telephone number is 893-5271.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emergency Call Boxes:</strong></td>
<td>Emergency call boxes were installed throughout the campus community to enable students to contact campus security/police should car trouble or any other emergency occur in an isolated area of the campus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notary Public:</strong></td>
<td>The SGA Bookkeeper and SGA Secretary will be on hand daily in the SGA office to certify contracts, deeds and other legal documents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pharmacy:</strong></td>
<td>All SGA members may have their prescriptions filled for the cost of 50¢ per prescription by leaving the prescription in the SGA office where it will be picked up by the Pharmacy and delivered back to the SGA office all in the same day. The cooperating pharmacy is: Claremont Pharmacy located at 61 N. Fullerton Avenue, Montclair, New Jersey 07043, 201-746-4116.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duplicating Center:</strong></td>
<td>The SGA office on the fourth (4th) floor of the Student Center houses a mimeograph machine and a coin-operated Xerox machine. Also, postage stamps are sold in this office.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal Aid:</strong></td>
<td>Every Wednesday in the SGA office on the fourth (4th) floor of the Student Center, two qualified lawyers dispense free legal aid to students with problems or questions regarding employment, law suits, dealings with college, etc. Their hours are from 1 p.m.-4 p.m., and from 5 p.m.-6:30 p.m. Additional weekend hours will be announced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Board on Transportation Affairs (BOTA):</strong></td>
<td>Located on the second (2nd) floor of the Student Center, this service handles problems with parking and commuter life. Also in this office is a similar organization, dedicated to the problems of Off-Campus housing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MSC has been invaded once again for the 70th time in 70 years. They come by the hundreds; excited, eager, and yes, scared. You’ve seen them. They can usually be spotted walking alone, clutching a 10 pound pile of books. Their uniforms are one of a plaid collared shirt, a V-neck sweater, blue jeans, and Hush Puppies. They have been known to stand, gapping at a campus map for hours on end, murmuring something about the whereabouts of College Hall. Although each one has come for individual reasons, they all share the same encounter: their first year of college.

After surviving registration, a computer print-out schedule (which had everything wrong on it except his social security number), and Add/Drop, the new Freshman can look forward to other challenges of college life, such as finding his car in the pits.

We have all shared the experience and can sympathize with the rookie student’s bewilderment in this totally new atmosphere. But pardon the upperclassman who cannot conceal his amusement when asked, “Where’s the Rat?”

For many of these 18 and 19 year olds it is the first time they will live away from home. Some may never return.

It is a whole new experience in life. For the things they will learn about life, people, and themselves will probably surpass all the knowledge gained in the classroom.

Freshman this is your chance to live and grow; don’t hesitate! Opportunities to explore different lifestyles and cultures will be more available to you in the next four years than any other time of your lives.

Despite your present doubts and fears the time will come when you feel that you have become part of this campus community. Faces will begin to look familiar. All those buildings that you can never remember the names of will no longer all look alike. And the food in the cafeteria will seem eatable with a little ketchup.

Take advantage of opportunities and be willing to change. Your whole life may depend on these next four years. Take them seriously, but more importantly, enjoy them.

Freshman this is your chance to live and grow; don’t hesitate! Opportunities to explore different lifestyles and cultures will be more available to you in the next four years than any other time of your lives.

Despite your present doubts and fears the time will come when you feel that you have become part of this campus community. Faces will begin to look familiar. All those buildings that you can never remember the names of will no longer all look alike. And the food in the cafeteria will seem eatable with a little ketchup.

Take advantage of opportunities and be willing to change. Your whole life may depend on these next four years. Take them seriously, but more importantly, enjoy them.

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE—maybe not. Reggie Belcher walks past the new street signs which have been installed around campus because it is required to have a street location on the municipal tickets that are now being issued.
UNLESS YOU PRINT YOUR OWN . . .

... it seems like a student never comes up with enough money to cover school expenses and have anything left over to just enjoy.

If you're one of those people who has to spend too much study time earning school money, read on. Air Force ROTC offers a four, three or two-year scholarship for those who can qualify. The plan pays $100 a month for expenses, plus all tuition, book costs and lab fees.

While you're working on your degree, you're also working toward a commission in the Air Force. After graduation and commissioning, you'll enter active duty, and discover a whole new world.

You'll find challenge, responsibility, a demand for your talents, and a high regard for what you're contributing. There's more. As an officer in the Air Force you'll have an excellent salary with a full slate of benefits.

Look into AFROTC scholarships. And while you're at it ask about the Air Force way of life. You'll discover more than just a way to make your finances come out while you're in college. You'll discover a whole new world of opportunity.

"For further information and application, call 645-5239, or come in to visit the Department of Aerospace Studies at the New Jersey Institute of Technology."

AIR FORCE

ROTC

Gateway to a great way of life.
When Going Gets Tough, Tough Get Towing

In an inter-office memo of Sept. 5, Jayne Rich, Chief of Security, stated the new ticketing and towing policy that is effective as of Sept. 6. Reprinted below is the complete context of her memo.

In order to facilitate the orderly movement of traffic on the roadways of our campus; provide access to buildings for emergency and delivery vehicles; and assure egress and exit from parking lots, the College has entered into an agreement with Ridge Towing to remove as many illegally parked vehicles as possible from the campus.

Among the violations for which municipal tickets will be issued, and for which vehicles may be subject to towing are the following:
1. failure to display a current MSC decal
2. parking in a designated tow zone
3. parked on a roadway
4. parked in a manner which impedes the flow of traffic
5. parked in a manner which imprisons another vehicle or vehicles (on complaint)
6. parked in a manner which blocks access to loading/delivery zones or driveways
7. parked in a manner to impede access to parking lots or aisles
8. parked in a Fire Zone or Fire Hydrant Zone
9. parked in a Reserved or Restricted Parking area
10. parked in a manner which impedes access of emergency vehicles to buildings
11. parked in a manner which restricts the free movement of vehicles and pedestrians on campus.

A reasonable attempt will be made to contact the owner prior to the vehicle's being towed. It is then the responsibility of the owner to report to 400 Orange Road, Montclair, phone: 675-9390, where upon payment of a $25 tow fee and a $5/day storage charges, the vehicle may be reclaimed. All fees are payable to Ridge Towing at the storage lot.

The vehicle owner bears full responsibility for responding to the Ridge Towing storage lot. Campus Police are precluded from providing transportation in any form (monetary or vehicular) from MSC to the storage location.

This policy will be enforced by the Campus Police upon their own observations and/or upon reasonable complaint of the injured party.

Any questions regarding this policy may be directed to Campus Police Headquarters, extension 5222.

Hot Fun in the Summertime: Todd Smith seems to have forgotten that summer is over and it's time to go back to work. He was found relaxing in the shade by Mallory Hall, trying to catch a break between classes.

The Women's Center for Counselling and Psychotherapy
Upper Montclair
Individual and Group Counselling
Special Interest Groups Now Being Formed
For further information please call 744-8373.

CINA PRESENTS
"THE WIND AND THE LION"

Starring: SEAN CONNERY, CANDICE BERGEN, BRIAN KEITH, JOHN HUSTON

Tues., Sept. 12, 1978 at 8 PM
Memorial Auditorium
Admission: $ 1

A CLASS ONE ORGANIZATION OF SGA, INC.
CONFUSED???

CHOOSE FROM THE BEST OF THE
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

COUNCIL OF INTERNATIONAL
& NATIONAL AFFAIRS

FIND OUT ABOUT OUR VAST NUMBER OF ACTIVITIES, OUR DIFFERENT
PROGRAMS, OR JUST WHAT WE ARE ALL ABOUT. STOP BY THE OFFICE ON

FIRST GENERAL MEETING:

TUES., SEPT. 12 at 3 PM IN THE CINA OFFICE
(FOURTH FLOOR SC)

MOVIE:

"THE WIND AND THE LION", starring Sean Connery &
Candice Bergen Tues., Sept. 12 - 8 PM in Memorial Aud.
Admission; $ 1.

LECTURE:

DR. TIMOTHY LEARY, controversial '60's cult figure.
Tues., Sept. 26 — 8 PM in Memorial Aud.

A CLASS ONE ORGANIZATION OF SGA, INC.
The Master’s Labor Pains

By Jose M. Freire

For the next six weeks WNET/Channel Thirteen will offer a retrospective of the early films of Alfred Hitchcock. The series, which airs on Saturday nights at 10 PM, will cover the period between 1929 and 1937, the epoch during which Hitchcock produced a large majority of his British work. The first of the six films, Blackmail, will be presented on Sept. 9 and the series will continue, with the films presented chronologically through 1937’s Young and Innocent.

Two years after directing the latter film, Hitchcock, by invitation of David O. Selznick, went to Hollywood to direct Rebecca. The film was a huge success and greatly increased the director’s popularity with American audiences, as well as earning him his only Academy Award as Best Director. Afterwards, Hitchcock remained in the US where he was to direct a total of 27 films and only returned to England on three occasions. (1949, Under Capricorn; 1950, Stage Fright; and 1972, Frenzy).

It is unquestionable that Hitchcock’s American work greatly overshadows that of his British period, but these early films contain the thematic beginnings of the remainder of Hitchcock’s canon. The universal guilt explored in Blackmail would later be elaborated into the central theme of his masterpiece Psycho.

The director’s use of a theatrical setting to emphasize the disparity between appearance and reality in the lives of his characters is what lends importance to many of his later works. Hitchcock uses this technique in Murder (1930) although it is difficult to fully appreciate based as it is under layers of a silly, superficial subplot about transvestism.

In the third film of the series, Rich and Strange (1932), our protagonist longs for a taste of the extraordinary, in this case a means of escape from his usual surroundings. However, when he attains the extraordinary and embarks on a sea voyage, his problems begin. Many of Hitchcock’s later protagonists will find the source of their happiness to be problematic. In Psycho, Marion is destroyed by her attachment to the money she so desired, and in Shadow of a Doubt, the arrival of Charlie’s uncle, an event so diligently prayed for, would almost lead to his death.

In The Man Who Knew Too Much (1934), Hitchcock used his favorite plot contrivance: that of the innocent victim suddenly entrapped in a world of chaos. The innocent hero of Saboteur would suddenly become involved in an underworld of espionage and in Hitchcock’s The Birds, the inescapability of chaos would become the central theme with the aggressors being a group of formerly peaceful birds.

Of all the films in the series, Sabotage (1936), based on a short story by Joseph Conrad, is the only film that does not need to be catagorized or compared to find its value. It is one of Hitchcock’s greatest films and contains, fully realized, all of the directors most prevalent themes. Structurally and technically it is one of his best films and on a thematic level it is as rich and complex as any other of Hitchcock’s motion pictures.

The wrongly accused hero found in Hitchcock’s melodramatic masterpiece, North by Northwest, finds his ancestry in Robert, the protagonist of the last film in the series, Young and Innocent (1937). The pacing and structure of the plot, the superb technical level of the film, and the contrivance of wrongly accused make the film an entertaining experience despite the fact that it is rather superficial in its treatment of several Hitchcockian themes.

WNET’s choice of Blackmail as the film to open the series is to be commended. Not only is it a choice work to use as an introduction to the Hitchcock canon, but it holds a special historical interest in that it is the first British film with sound.

Interestingly, it was first shot in its entirety, as a silent picture. With the advent of sound, however, Hitchcock was given permission by the producers to remake the majority of the film, with sound included.

In the film, Hitchcock explores the pulls of love and duty in his story of a detective torn between the culpability of his girlfriend out of love for her and seeing justice rendered. Of course, love triumphs but in this victory we see the fallibility, ruthlessness, and corruptability of the men who are supposed protectors again the ever present Hitchcockian theme of appearance versus reality.

WNET’s series of early Hitchcock films provide a great focus of interest for those who are interested in cinema. The MONTCLARION will be following the series as it unrolls.

Previews of coming attractions!

Next Week: Murder (1930)
Student Intramural Leisure Council Presents

FALL SEMESTER 1978

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Application Due</th>
<th>Team Manager's Meeting</th>
<th>Starting Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEN'S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis Tournament</td>
<td>On Site</td>
<td>Sept.15</td>
<td>Sept.16-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football League</td>
<td>Sept.14</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basketball League</td>
<td>Oct.26</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WOMEN'S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis Tournament</td>
<td>On Site</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sept.16-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-on-1 Basketball Tournament</td>
<td>Oct.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oct.11-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CO—ED</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis Tournament</td>
<td>On Site</td>
<td>Sept.15</td>
<td>Sept.16-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowling League</td>
<td>Sept.14</td>
<td>Sept.15</td>
<td>Sept.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football League</td>
<td>Sept.14</td>
<td>Oct.6</td>
<td>Sept.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-on-3 Basketball</td>
<td>Oct.5</td>
<td>Oct.13</td>
<td>Oct.9-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billiards Tournament</td>
<td>Nov.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nov.14-15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNSTRUCTURED RECREATION**

- Tues. Night Open Volleyball & Clinic
- Wed. Night Slimnastics
- Open Recreation
- Afternoon & Evening Swim
- Open Weightroom

7-10PM
8-10PM—after Oct.15
8-11PM—after Oct.15
Hours Undecided

SILC is a class 1 organization of SGA dedicated to intramural sports and leisure activities. For more info call 893-5245 or come visit us on the fourth floor of the Student Center. (Opposite the elevator)

New Members Welcome
The Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra has named Gerard Schwarz as Music Director and Principal Conductor to replace founding Music Director Neville Marriner who had previously relinquished the post. Schwarz, a faculty member of MSC's Dept. of Music and Music Director of MSC's Chamber Orchestra, was one of the most acclaimed and popular guest conductors of last season, achieving international fame as a "virtuoso trumpet soloist."

Born in Weehawken, NJ, in 1947, Schwarz is the son of Viennese parents. He began his piano studies at the age of five with Doris Humphrey, trumpet studies at eight with William Vacchiano, and at 14, composition with Paul Creston. He is a graduate of New York's High School of Performing Arts and the Juilliard School. Schwarz has played first trumpet with the American Symphony Orchestra under Stokowski (1965-72) and with the New York Philharmonic (1973-77). He was a member of the American Brass Quintet from 1965-73. With this ensemble, he toured extensively around the world and made numerous recordings. He has also been a guest artist with organizations such as the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, the Fine Arts Quartet, New York Chamber Soloists, and the Brandenburg Ensemble. As a soloist he has made over a dozen appearances with the New York Philharmonic under Pierre Boulez and Erich Leinsdorf. Schwarz was the soloist on the opening concert of the Mostly Mozart Festival last season and has appeared with the Brandenburg Ensemble as part of Lincoln Center's Great Artist series. He has made over 15 solo recordings for Columbia, Vox, Nonesuch, and Decca.

A recipient of the Ford Foundation's award for concert artists, his conducting career began in 1966 with the Erick Hawkins Dance Company. The Spoleto and Aspen music festivals followed, and since 1976 he has been music director of the Waterloo Music Festival and the Waterloo Music School.

Schwarz is also Conductor of the Eliot Feld Ballet, a founding member of the Soho Ensemble (and its Music Director from 1969-75) and Speculum Musice, and is on the faculty of the Juilliard School in New York City.

He is co-director of Musical Observatories, Inc. and has, in association with Max Mathews, been active with a computer music project at the Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill, NJ. Together with Pierre Boulez and John Chasing (Stanford University), he lectured on new aspects of computer music at the Juilliard New York Philharmonic Contemporary Music Festival in 1976. Schwarz has written numerous articles on performing techniques for new music as well as publishing a series of early music editions for the Associated Music Publishers. He has conducted many new works for the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, including the world premiere of Peter Menin's Voices and Harrison Birtwistle's Silbury Air.
The Latin American Student Organization

Wants you To Become a Member

Our first general membership meeting will be held September 13, 1978, S.C. Ballroom C

For more info. call 893-4440 or visit us at the S.C. 4th floor

ECHA PA'LANTE

La Organización De Latinomericanos Los Invitan A Ser Miembros

Nuestra primera reunión sera el 13 de Septiembre de 1978 en el “Student Center Ballroom C”

Para mas información llame:893-4440 o visítenos al cuarto piso del “Student Center”
Rejuvenated Offense For Tribe

(Cont from P. 24)

openings.

As in 1977, Pat Rafter and Ron Anello will share the center slot for the Tribe this year.

Co-Captain Orlando Alvarez, last year's leading MSC pass catcher with 22 receptions (499 yards and 7 TD's) will be returning, hopefully to his All-East Team form of 1977. It was Alvarez who caught an 81-yard bomb from Joe Rebholtz in the waning moments to top Seton Hall 60 last season.

Speaking of Rebholtz, he will be taking over the quarterback reigns from Joe Rebholtz in the late game situations last season, lost to graduation. The 63" from Joe Rebholtz in the i

 defenses, with Mike Hensler, DeMarinis, and Mike Schreck. Ron Peragallo and Mike Crosby return to the secondary, with Mike Hender, Doug Myron, and Tom Tormey fighting for the other two spots.

"I would say we're optimistic going into the season," Hill said. "We have a good number of quality people on hand and better depth than ever before. We're also looking forward to our two games in Giant Stadiums.

To say the team is looking forward to the Stadium games, The Women's Gymnastic Team Organizational Meeting will be held on Wed., Sept. 20 at 4:30 PM in Panzer Gym No. 3. All interested in joining the team should attend.

By Rich Wallace

The return of Dan Doherty to the lineup, and a host of returning veterans, has led MSC Cross Country Coach James Harris to state that "This will be the best cross country season in all my years at MSC." Doherty, a 4:09 miler who missed all of last season with leg problems, is expected to step into the number one spot on the team. He will fill the need for the "front runner" that was so sorely lacking on last year's squad.

Veterans Cliff Hampson, Ron Macey, and Rich Wallace all return from last season's top five to provide MSC with a strong pack of experienced runners. John Kirchoff, a transfer from Fairleigh Dickinson University (FDU) has looked exceptionally strong in early workouts and should step right into the top five, assuring MSC of a closely-knit contingent.

Mike Ernst and Dan McNelly, varsity performers last season, are expected to battle for positions in the top seven this year as well. Another transfer, Paul Maloney, looks like a strong addition to the varsity. Julius Mainde, a Freshman from Kenya, has been working out with the team and should make the competition for the seven varsity positions even tighter.

The team opens its season Sept. 16 at Garret Mountain, when they meet conference rival Stockton State College (SSC). MSC will be looking to average 24-33 loss at SSC. The meet is scheduled for 1 PM.

Rejuvenated Offense For Tribe

two form an excellent combination of speed and strength and should really help the team if the line gives them some help.

On defense, the Tribe looks strong again, although there will be a number of new faces. Tackle Mark Dorsey and Gerry Magrini are the only holdovers for the line. James Mills and Brian Monahan will share the other end spot.

Jim Groome and Tony Nastasi will be filling the other tackle spot, with Rob Giard and Chuck Ferrara sharing the middle guard opening.

The linebacking corps includes Sam Mills (second on the team with 101 tackles), Vin DeMarinis, and Mike Schreck.

"We hope we can continue to play at Giant Stadium in coming years," Hill noted. "It's a real plus to be located so close to the Stadium. I doubt hide the fact that we like the idea of playing there."

Now if the offense just comes around...

—Glenn Welch

im highlights

Welcome back to another year of Student Intramural Leisure Council (SILC) sponsored events. Applications are now available in the SILC office for Co-ed and Men's Football, Co-ed Bowling and a weekend Tennis Tournament. Also sponsored each week will be Tues. night Open Volleyball and Wed. night Slimmastics. To find out further details, come see us in the SILC office, Fourth Floor Student Center.

Congratulations are extended to the Summer Intramural winners. The Intermediate Tennis Title was captured by Glenn Stryker, with Debbie Renier, and Larry Probst taking second place. Winner of the Ping Pong tournament was Jon Ulman with Larry Lemley coming in second. The Billiards Tournament was won by Pedro Reigles, who beat out Nader Tavakoli for the Title.

PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT

$6.75 Per Hour—TO START PROGRESS TO $7.75 Per Hour

POSITION: PACKAGE HANDLERS (5) DAYS A WEEK

NO WEEKENDS—HOURS

SHIFTS—12:30PM to 3:30PM, 11:00PM to 2:00AM, or 4:00AM to 8:00AM

YEAR ROUND

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

APPLY AT:

799 JEFFERSON ROAD
PARSIPPANY, NJ 07054

Apply from 9-12 and 2-5

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
**A Giant Leap For Indians**

**Tribe Plays Two Games At Meadowlands**

By Glenn Welch

For all of you MSC Football fans who also happen to be followers of the professional New York Football Giants, 1978 gives you an opportunity to see both of your favorite teams in action at Giants Stadium in the Meadowlands.

The Indians, as part of a new program conducted by the New Jersey Sports and Exposition Authority to showcase Division 3 Football, will play two of their games this season at the home field of their professional counterparts, the Giants.

MSC, which will play in the first game of the new program, faces Wagner College on Sept. 16 at 12:30 PM as the opening half of a scheduled doubleheader. Widener College, last year’s Division 3 Champion, faces always-tough Fordham University in the nightcap beginning at 3 PM.

The MSC-Wagner game, which will be the major event of “Montclair Day,” is to be preceded by a tailgating party beginning at 11 AM in the Giant Stadium Parking Lot.

If that isn’t enough to wet your appetite, the Tribe will again perform in the Stadium on Oct. 7 at 3:30 PM against Seton Hall. This game will be highlighted by MSC Homecoming festivities. Once again, a tailgating party will be held before gametime beginning at 1 PM.

The Indians will open Coach Fred Hill’s third year at the helm against arch-rival Glassboro State College. The game, which is usually a season-ending grudge match between the two clubs with the Conference Title at stake, was moved up to make room for the Division 3 Playoffs beginning Nov. 18.

The remainder of the MSC schedule includes conference opponents William Paterson College (WPC), Trenton State College (TSC) who stunned the Tribe last year, and Central Connecticut State (CCSC), and East Stroudsburg State (ESSC).

All tickets can be purchased in the MSC Athletic Office in Panzer Gym. Prices are $3 for adults and $2 for students and children.

**Indians To Open Up Where They Left Off**

The meeting this Sat. night between Glassboro State College (GSC) and MSC is more than just your average opening game. For the past eight years these two teams have met in the final game of the season and each time the New Jersey State Athletic Conference (NJSCAC) Title was on the line.

This is the biggest rivalry in the conference,” stated MSC Head Coach Fred Hill. “Our players realize what this game means and they will all be ready.”

Due to a scheduling change in the NCAA Division 3 playoffs the GSC game had to be moved up to opening day. This way, if either team is eligible for post season competition there is nothing standing in their way.

“I would rather this game be played later in the season,” said Hill, “but both teams are in the same situation.”

“Since Glassboro is our opener we had to speed up our preparation in pre-season camp,” remarked Hill. “This could hurt some of our younger players but we won’t know until the game starts.”

Just to show the importance and rivalry this game has created over the years, is the simple fact that GSC or MSC has won or shared the Conference Title every since the inception of the league in 1969.

The Profs have fared better over recent years, as they have defeated the Indians the last four years in a row. MSC however, holds a slight edge in the overall series, winning eight out of fifteen games.

Past records and performances won’t mean anything this Saturday, as they never seem to matter when these two teams meet.

**Rejuvenated MSC Offense Marks Opener**

Both the Giants of New York and the Indians of MSC will be playing at Giants Stadium this year, but that’s not where the similarities between the two teams end. The year 1977 saw both teams exhibit top quality defensive efforts and sputtering offenses that kept both teams from having exceptional won-loss records.

Although one can hardly call the Indians’ 6-4 record of a year ago a lackluster showing, the possibility that they might have come with a strong offense are cause for disappointment.

But this is another year and MSC Coach Fred Hill chalked 1977 up as a learning experience for his young Indians.

“We were in every ballgame last year, using a lot of young players,” Hill added. “With the year’s experience, especially in the offensive line,” he added, “we should be able to move the ball better and score more points.”

There are those words again: experience, offense, young. A young, more experienced offense is cause for excitement in the MSC camp this year.

Last year it was the stingy Tribe defense, which allowed just 74 points in 15 games, that kept MSC up there as one of the top teams. With defensive stalwarts Ralph Betcher and Mario Benimeo gone, the Indians defense cannot be expected to duplicate last year’s heroics. Hence, the offense simply must score more points if the Tribe is to enjoy a successful campaign.

“The reason we had been held up last year (offensively) was because the offensive line was so young,” Hill explained.

“Now we have seasoned players there,” he continued, “and that changes the outlook quite a bit.”

The standout of the offensive line that Hill regards so highly is Junior Tom Morton. The 6’1” 265 lb. right tackle, a definite Little All-America candidate, was named for the second time to the All-New Jersey State College Athletic Conference First Team.

The left tackle will be veteran Tom Ryder, (6’3”, 225 lbs). The guard spots are up for grabs, with Tom DeGravo, Vince Bonadies, and Jesse Springer, all returning, vying for the two open spots.
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